
UNIFIED MANAGEMENT &
CONTROL OF SAFETY 
IN MULTI-CONTRACTOR JV

A CASE STUDY
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Introduction

Golden Pass LNG is a prominent player in the oil and gas sector, particularly
renowned for its liquefied natural gas (LNG) operations. Established as a joint
venture between ExxonMobil and Qatar Petroleum, Golden Pass LNG operates
one of the largest LNG import terminals in the United States. 

In the pursuit of operational excellence and efficiency, Golden Pass LNG
sought Teknobuilt's expertise to enhance safety management. Turning to
Teknobuilt for a digital solution, the leading technology provider implemented
PACE HSE+, an innovative platform tailored to optimize and streamline
various aspects of Golden Pass LNG's operations. This digital transformation,
integrating advanced technologies such as data analytics, cloud computing,
and automation, not only reinforced safety measures but also contributed to
the overall performance and sustainability of Golden Pass LNG's facilities.
Teknobuilt played a pivotal role in fortifying Golden Pass LNG's standing as a
key player in the dynamic and evolving landscape of the oil and gas industry,
particularly in the realm of safety management.

Overview



The safety observation program encountered substantial delays, with
observations taking 6-8 weeks for processing, leading to tardy corrective
actions. This significant lag compromised the overall efficacy of the
program, underscoring the critical necessity for a more streamlined and
efficient system. The implementation of costly safety programs for a sizable
site, accommodating over 5000 workers, resulted in a notable increase in
expenses, thereby accentuating the urgency for the adoption of cost-
effective safety measures. The absence of automation in various processes
proved excessively time-consuming, reinforcing the pressing need for the
establishment of streamlined, efficient automated processes to enhance
overall operational efficiency.

Costly Delays Time
Consuming

Large site safety for
5000+ workers raised

costs

Manual tasks prolonged
processes, demanding

automation

Observation program
delays hindered

corrective actions

Challenges



In the Golden Pass LNG construction project, what should have taken a mere 3 to 5
minutes turned into an hours of delay, eventually stretching over weeks and
months. Real-time monitoring unveiled the ripple effect: not only did the prolonged
timeline disrupt progress, but it also inflated project costs significantly and
ineffective safety management.

Timely response and decision making is crucial in construction. The extended delays
underscore the need for proactive measures to prevent such setbacks. By
addressing issues promptly, projects can stay on track, avoiding unnecessary costs
and maintaining overall efficiency.

Challenges

Business as usual - wasted time & manpower 
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PACE HSE Plus - A Paradigm Change in
Safety Management

Solution

Teknobuilt's PACE HSE+ played a crucial role in addressing challenges at Golden
Pass LNG. Offering real-time monitoring and proactive issue identification, PACE
HSE+ empowered efficient time management within the project. This solution
facilitated swift responses to potential delays, preventing 8-hour setbacks from
extending over weeks. Consequently, Golden Pass LNG achieved heightened
project efficiency, better cost control, and overall progress by leveraging
Teknobuilt's innovative PACE HSE+ platform, showcasing the platform's
significance in navigating and resolving complexities in the construction project.



Solution

PACE HSE Plus: Solution Overview

iCARE: PACE Mobile App
driven Engagement

Enables to digitize the field engineers
and workers as part of daily working

Digital field level and job level safety
assessments
Quick and easy incident reporting &
Automated capture of geo-location
Consists of offline functionality –
synched with the real time dashboards
once online
Digital permits to work
Digital audit & compliance 



Solution

iTALK, NLP based Next Stage Evolution

Connecting teams across language barriers through a fast, accurate and
intuitive approach
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Solution

Advanced Analytics
High level interactive dashboards 

that enable granular insight to 
projects for informed 

decision making

Digital Control Tower
Integration of BOTG and iCare

in one-stop platform for 
comprehensive, real time 

visibility 

Trend KPIs 
Customized trends 

generated in Control Tower
module to help upper

management take the right
decision at the right time

Export Feature for Action 
Tracker and Control Tower 

Generate reports in seconds with
the export feature to download

all KPIs and actions cards in PDF
and CSV

PACE HSE Plus Control Tower Features
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Solution

Safe Work Checks Analytics
Detailed report with 13 new KPIs 

for the SWC assessment in 
BOTG

Administrative Control 
Full access to edit and control 

the users’ roles, emails, IDs, 
etc.

Crafts and Departments
Configure employees to assign

Actions based on specified
departments.

Flagging JOs Feature 
Heads-up flagging feature for the

JOs that have more than three
categories selected or unidentified

observation type, and/or
unidentified dates



PACE iCare Module enables digitizing the forms and providing a system for
scanned paper-based observations to be tied into the automated analytics
system offered by PACE HSE.  

Results

Golden Pass LNG is implemented Teknobuilt’s PACE HSE, an end-to-end digital
HSE management, assessment, compliance, and engagement platform. 

Benefits were as below: 

Enhance the Job Observation Reporting System



Results

PACE HSE offers one window view and dashboards for intelligence and integration
measurements It has the drill-down capability that allows for immediate
connection to the problem zones, with auto-generated built-in notifications for
information or for action. PACE Digital Control Tower enables upper management
to have a bird’s eye view and dive into a quick real-time pulse check of their site
narrowing down issues or concerns to an area, activity, or person.  

Integrated Automated Analytics System

Potential safety incident prevented by using PACE HSE - iCare



Results

PACE iCare Mobile App enables every individual at the site to easily record any
observation and submit it instantaneously for stakeholders and responsible
members at the site to assess and act.   

Real-Time Notifications Based on Job Observations Received On-Site:



Increased IntelligenceIncreased Safety Time Saving

120%70% 50%

Enhancements in safety procedures have bolstered security without disrupting
existing processes. Decision-makers now receive information more swiftly, thanks to
the implementation of ML algorithms and predictive analysis. This has also led to
increased overall intelligence. Furthermore, supervisors now have more time to focus
on high-risk areas and activities, contributing to a more robust safety framework.

Results

The Gain for the Project 
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Consuelo
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Teknobuilt's skilled team adeptly tackled and
mitigated challenges encountered during the
Golden Pass LNG Project. Their collaborative spirit
and diverse skill sets turned challenges into
opportunities, showcasing Teknobuilt's commitment
to excellence and ability to navigate intricate
projects. This success further solidifies our position as
industry leaders, setting a high standard for future
projects and highlighting our team's proficiency in
overcoming obstacles.

Transformers

Associate Productivity EngineerManager - Business & Digital Transformation

Software Development Engineer



Client Feedback

“Teknobuilt constructed a platform facilitating the tracking and documentation of our
safety assessments, delivering real-time metrics through daily reports. Establishing a
strong partnership, their accommodating representatives navigated evolving project
requirements seamlessly. Despite dynamic requests and project changes, Teknobuilt
consistently rose to the challenge, fostering open communication. 

Together, we crafted a professional, visually intuitive platform. Their flexibility and
prompt responses, even outside scheduled times, haven't gone unnoticed. Grateful for
their cooperation and professionalism, we look forward to continued collaboration and
learning in future projects. Teknobuilt's dedication to accommodating our needs has
been instrumental, and we appreciate their commitment to excellence.”



We are committed...

www.teknobuilt.com

info@teknobuilt.com

+44 79 7717-1171

Inspired by Golden Pass
LNG’s success story?

Get in touch with us to start
your journey toward
outstanding results.

Let’s build better! 


